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Introduction
Are you looking to reduce your total cost of ownership for Teradata Data Warehouse and move
towards the digital space to leverage Microsoft’s cloud offering as well? If so, we can help you with
this easy and painless migration effort from Teradata to Microsoft SQL Server 2016.
Data ware house migrations are customized for every client need because every client is different.
Having done this in the past successfully and having compared features for Teradata and
Microsoft SQL Server, we can easily migrate your data warehouse using a lift and shift approach
with minimum risk and interruption to your business and daily IT staff.
The first step would be to conduct a workshop to assess the current state of your data platform
and identify migration steps. This would culminate in planning and validation of a proof of concept
or production workload using SQL Server 2016.
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Migration Assessment Approach
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Benefits

Why Marlabs:











Unique service delivery framework for platform migrations
Over 20 years of experience with Microsoft technologies
More than 100 Microsoft certified professionals
Over 50 successful platform migrations carried out
Close strategic partnership with Microsoft
Have performed DWH Migrations in the past – client success stories
Extensive experience in DWH – BI space with onshore-offshore model to
accommodate different cost strategies
Unique service delivery framework for platform migrations
Teradata certified resources
Recommend best practices based on industry experience

Marlabs is a USA headquartered award winning provider of innovative Information Technology and Knowledge Process Outsourcing services.
Founded in 1996 and headquartered in Piscataway, New Jersey (USA), Marlabs has a culture of success balanced between consistent yearon-year revenue growth and excelling employees. Marlabs also has a strong and dedicated human capital strength of over 2100 and a
network of delivery centers in USA, Canada, Mexico and India. Marlabs follows a unique multishore model utilizing Global Technology Centers
of Excellence. Marlabs has assisted hundreds of blue chip customers across different verticals to achieve success through both business and
operational excellence.
For more information: please call us at +1(732)-694-1000 or email us at sales@marlabs.com • USA | Canada | Latin America | India | Malaysia •
www.marlabs.com
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